Direct-drive Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) implosions can potentially provide high fusion yield and gain. These implosions are performed at the 60-beam, ~30-kJ OMEGA laser at the U. of Rochester. The nominally identical beams implode a cryogenic layer of deuterium-tritium fuel enclosed in a polymeric shell. In this talk, I will describe the physics and status of these implosions. Design and interpretation of OMEGA cryogenic implosions are performed using integrated radiation-hydrodynamic codes that include the physics of laser plasma interactions, heat conduction, radiation transport, and material properties. However, differences in experimental signatures compared with models indicate that these codes have limited quantitative predictability. Predictive modeling requires targeted experiments to improve physics models in integrated codes with an emphasis on diagnostics. Targeted platforms including solid spheres, planar foils, and cones embedded in shells are used to validate laser drive models, shock propagation etc. An alternate approach based on semi-empirical data science has helped identify experimental fusion yield dependencies on parameters that may not be captured a-priori in simulations and has improved implosion performance. I will also discuss the path forward for direct-drive ICF implosions, including extrapolations for the prediction of gain and required improvements in physics understanding.
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